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About This Content
You cannot expect to traverse the lengths of a fear-inducing dungeon without encountering a boss monster!
This pack contains eight unique, oversized monsters, including sprite sheets for movement, down poses, animated side-view
battlers, over-sized static front-view battler, faces, busts, and more. These creatures are huge and will surely pose as massive
obstacles for your players to overcome!
*Note: If the monsters are too big for your project, they can be easily scaled down with any image-manipulating program such as
GIMP or Photoshop. Each sprite frame is 512x512 pixels.
Features:

8 unique boss monsters: Gollageth, Haelerion, Hive, Prince Taerron, The Sunken God, The Old King, The Triplets, and
the Witch.
Each monster has, at an absolute minimum, a 4 and 8-direction walking spritesheet, 4 and 8-direction KO spritesheet,
animated side-view battler spritesheet, oversized (1024x1024) static front-view battler, face, and bust. Most monsters
have more than that, up to 50+ total animated spritesheets for running, combat variations, sitting, kneeling, and other
behaviors. In total, there are 327 boss monster resources!
Revised Read-Me and Instruction document.
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These require modding to be used in MV. BEWARE!. A little expansion for Medieval packages from PVGames. This time he
adds a few bosses.
Before you evaluate negative packs from this creator, it is important to note that DLCs from PVGames are not intended for
RTP style stuff or Celiana\u00b4s DLC. It's because of a realistic concept from this author (as well as his work for the previous
generation of the program - RPG Maker VX ACE).
Full use of all DLCs from PVGames requires patience and a little need to set up third-party plug-ins. Yes, this is not a plug and
play extension. For advanced use of the material, it is necessary to use graphic software. Here is a link to the list of add-ons
recommended by author himself. . Purchased this during the 2017 winter sale. Well designed horror bosses each with images for
walking\/idle and other animations, I highly recommend.
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